Example Goals for the Organizing Together Program

Example Overall Target Goals:

Students will support one another and work together to facilitate learning, become organized, and maintain organizational levels.

Partnership interactions will be positive (e.g., students compliment and help one another).

Students will be actively engaged in whole class and partner activities.

Students will have organized backpacks, desks, and/or lockers and maintain calendars that will help them remember, plan, and stay organized.

Example Goals focused on Teachers:

On the checklist, I will earn a score of 80% or above for teacher behaviors.

While monitoring practice activities, I will observe 80% of the students organizing materials.

While circulating during practice, I will provide feedback to at least 80% of the students.

During instruction, I will prompt low-risk responding (e.g., Notice your neighbor, group response) at least 80% of the time.

I will provide at least 10 minutes each day for maintaining organization.

Example Goals focused on Students:

The students will be on-task during 90% of the time during the organization activity.

90% of the student will have an organized backpack, desk, locker, or calendar after the lesson.

90% of student partner interactions will be supportive.

Students will remain organized and score at least 80% on a relevant checklist during a routine maintenance check.

At least 90% of the students will engage in low-risk responding when prompted by the teacher.